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Condensation 44 

Planned delivery from 34 weeks’ gestation onwards in women with pre-eclampsia reduces 45 

adverse maternal outcomes, with differing risks and benefits for the infant. 46 

Short title 47 

Timing of delivery in late preterm pre-eclampsia 48 

AJOG at a glance 49 

A. Why was this study conducted? 50 

• There is limited evidence regarding the optimal timing of delivery in late preterm 51 

pre-eclampsia and single studies have not produced robust conclusions. 52 

B. What are the key findings? 53 

• Planned delivery from 34 weeks onwards in women with pre-eclampsia significantly 54 

reduces maternal morbidity (aRR 0.59, 95% CI 0.36 to 0.98) and infants born small 55 

for gestational age (RR 0.74, 95% CI 0.55 to 0.99), but increases short-term neonatal 56 

respiratory morbidity (aRR 1.22, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.47). 57 

• The risk of short-term neonatal respiratory morbidity was lower in more recent 58 

trials, where use of antenatal steroids was higher. 59 

C. What does this study add to what is already known? 60 

• This is the first IPD meta-analysis to evaluate planned delivery in women with pre-61 

eclampsia at late preterm gestations. 62 

• We have quantified the effect of planned delivery from 34 weeks’ onwards on infant 63 

outcomes more precisely, demonstrating a reduction in the risk of infants being born 64 

small for gestational age but an increase in short-term neonatal respiratory 65 

morbidity.  66 
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• Evidence to guide clinical practice in this area is lacking. Our analysis provides more 67 

accurate information on the risks and benefits of planned delivery for pre-eclampsia 68 

without severe features from 34 weeks onwards.69 
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Abstract 70 

Objective 71 

Pregnancy hypertension is a leading cause of maternal and perinatal mortality and 72 

morbidity. Between 34+0 and 36+6 weeks’ gestation, it is uncertain whether planned delivery 73 

could reduce maternal complications without serious neonatal consequences. In this 74 

individual participant data meta-analysis (IPD-MA) we aim to compare planned delivery to 75 

expectant management, focusing specifically on women with pre-eclampsia. 76 

Data sources  77 

We performed an electronic database search using a pre-specified search strategy, including 78 

trials published between 1st January 2000 and 18th December 2021. We sought individual 79 

participant-level data from all eligible trials. 80 

Study eligibility criteria 81 

We included women with singleton or multifetal pregnancies with pre-eclampsia from 34 82 

weeks’ gestation onwards.  83 

Study appraisal and synthesis methods 84 

The primary maternal outcome was a composite of maternal mortality or morbidity. The 85 

primary perinatal outcome was a composite of perinatal mortality or morbidity. We 86 

analyzed all available data for each pre-specified outcome on an intention-to-treat basis. For 87 

primary IPD analyses, we used a one-stage fixed effects model.  88 

Results 89 

We included 1790 participants from six trials in our analysis. Planned delivery from 34 90 

weeks’ gestation onwards significantly reduced the risk of maternal morbidity (2.6% versus 91 

4.4%; aRR 0.59, 95% CI 0.36-0.98), compared to expectant management. The primary 92 
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composite perinatal outcome was increased by planned delivery (20.9% versus 17.1%; aRR 93 

1.22, 95% CI 1.01-1.47), driven by short-term neonatal respiratory morbidity. However, 94 

infants in the expectant management group were more likely to be born small for 95 

gestational age (7.8% versus 10.6%; RR 0.74, 95% CI 0.55- 0.99). 96 

Conclusions 97 

Planned early delivery in women with late preterm pre-eclampsia provides clear maternal 98 

benefit and may reduce the risk of being born small for gestational age in the infant, with a 99 

possible increase in short-term neonatal respiratory morbidity. The potential benefits and 100 

risks of prolonging the pregnancy complicated by pre-eclampsia should be discussed with 101 

women as part of a shared decision-making process. 102 

Keywords 103 

Obstetrics; pre-eclampsia; pregnancy hypertension; preterm birth; planned delivery; 104 

expectant management; infant outcomes; neonatal outcomes; fetal growth restriction, 105 

respiratory distress syndrome. 106 
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Introduction 108 

Pregnancy hypertension is responsible for at least 27,800 maternal deaths1 worldwide every 109 

year, as well as 500,000 infant deaths2 including approximately 200,000 stillbirths.3 Whilst 110 

the prevalence of pre-eclampsia varies throughout the world, it complicates between 2-3% 111 

of pregnancies in a high-income setting.4 Estimates for low and middle-income countries are 112 

higher, with up to 12% of pregnancies affected in these settings.2 Delivery is the only 113 

definitive management for this progressive and unpredictable condition and is routinely 114 

recommended for all women with pre-eclampsia from 37 weeks’ gestation onwards.5 At 115 

gestations up to 34 weeks, if there are no immediate indications for delivery, expectant 116 

management is preferable due to the neonatal risks associated with early preterm birth.5  117 

 118 

It is less clear whether a policy of expectant management in the late preterm period (34 to 119 

37 weeks) should be pursued, although if severe features of pre-eclampsia develop or the 120 

woman reaches 37 weeks, delivery is indicated. However, there is uncertainty as to whether 121 

a policy of routine immediate delivery at this gestational window (34 to 37 weeks) could 122 

reduce maternal complications without serious neonatal consequences. Several studies 123 

have compared these two strategies in women with hypertensive disorders of pregnancy 124 

(including pre-eclampsia) from 34 weeks.6-12 However, it has not been possible to draw firm 125 

conclusions from individual studies alone. Recent meta-analyses13, 14 and IPD (individual 126 

participant data) meta-analyses15 of women with hypertensive disorders of pregnancy have 127 

shown that planned early delivery from 34 weeks’ gestation reduces maternal 128 

complications, but the neonatal impact remains unclear. These previous reviews generally 129 

grouped all hypertensive disorders of pregnancy together, combining women with chronic 130 

hypertension, gestational hypertension and pre-eclampsia. However, the underlying 131 
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pathophysiology of pre-eclampsia is distinct, with maternal endothelial dysfunction leading 132 

to multi-organ complications and potentially severe maternal and fetal outcomes. Optimal 133 

timing of delivery in pre-eclampsia may therefore differ compared to other hypertensive 134 

disorders of pregnancy, and the balance of risks and benefits for the infant should also be 135 

considered within the context of this rapidly progressive and unpredictable disease. A 136 

limited subgroup analysis conducted as part of the previous IPD meta-analysis15 in women 137 

with all types of pregnancy hypertension, identified women with pre-eclampsia as a 138 

population in whom planned delivery may confer significant benefit. The authors therefore 139 

highlighted a need to evaluate the impact of this intervention in women with pre-eclampsia 140 

specifically. Since this meta-analysis was published, a new trial has been reported,6 enrolling 141 

more women with pre-eclampsia than all previously included trials combined. This enabled 142 

us to conduct an IPD meta-analysis evaluating timing of delivery on a wider set of maternal 143 

and perinatal outcomes in this high-risk group of women with pre-eclampsia. A meta-144 

analysis evaluating early delivery or expectant management for late preterm pre-eclampsia 145 

was recently published. 16 However, this study was limited by its inclusion of just three 146 

randomized controlled trials, only two of which were used to evaluate the co-primary 147 

outcome of neonatal intensive care unit admission. Our IPD meta-analysis is strengthened 148 

by its ability to harmonize data in order to overcome inconsistencies in outcome definitions 149 

between trials, and to evaluate key outcomes such as neonatal morbidity in more detail.  150 

Objective 151 

The objective of this study was to undertake an IPD meta-analysis, focusing on women with 152 

pre-eclampsia alone. In women with pre-eclampsia from 34 weeks’ gestation onwards, we 153 

aimed to evaluate the effect of planned early delivery on maternal mortality or morbidity 154 

and perinatal mortality or morbidity, compared to expectant management, using individual 155 
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participant data from randomized controlled trials. The use of individual participant data 156 

enabled us to target our review to women with late preterm pre-eclampsia, and to perform 157 

subgroup analyses and adjustments that would not be possible with the use of aggregate 158 

data, for example using blood pressure values to reflect severity of disease. This is clinically 159 

relevant since the presence of additional risk factors in women with pre-eclampsia may alter 160 

management options. 161 

Methods 162 

Search strategy and study selection 163 

We followed a protocol and statistical analysis plan published on the PROSPERO registry, in 164 

accordance with PRISMA-IPD guidance.17 We included studies that were randomized 165 

controlled trials comparing planned early delivery to expectant management in women 166 

presenting with pre-eclampsia from 34 weeks’ gestation onwards. Cluster randomized trials 167 

or studies with a quasi-randomized design were excluded. To identify eligible studies, we 168 

electronically searched the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), 169 

PubMed, MEDLINE and ClinicalTrials.gov, using the search terms (’pre-eclampsia’ OR 170 

’preeclampsia’) AND (’delivery’ OR ‘birth’) with the limits ’human’ and ’randomized 171 

controlled trial’. The final search date was 18 December 2021. We did not restrict our search 172 

by language. We excluded trials published prior to the year 2000. This was due to changes in 173 

clinical practice and care of women with pre-eclampsia, as well as neonatal care, over time, 174 

such that findings from earlier trials may be difficult to interpret. To ensure that the search 175 

was comprehensive, we also hand-searched the reference lists of retrieved studies and any 176 

relevant reviews identified. Two independent review authors (ABG, JF) assessed all studies 177 

identified by the search strategy against study-level inclusion criteria. Any disagreement was 178 

resolved through discussion, or, if necessary, with a third review author (not required).  179 
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Eligibility criteria  180 

We included women with singleton or multifetal pregnancies presenting with pre-eclampsia 181 

or superimposed pre-eclampsia from 34 weeks’ gestation onward. The definition of pre-182 

eclampsia or superimposed pre-eclampsia was that used by the study at the time. All 183 

definitions used would now be encompassed by the current ISSHP 2018 diagnostic criteria.18 184 

Data extraction  185 

We sought participant-level data from authors of all eligible trials. Available data were 186 

extracted from trial databases (provided via a data-sharing agreement) according to pre-187 

specified variables by two of the review authors (ABG, PS). Data were re-coded into a 188 

common format and definitions of key characteristics, diagnoses (e.g. pre-eclampsia) and 189 

outcomes were harmonized. A final dataset was then produced and rechecked for accuracy 190 

and completeness.  191 

Assessment of risk of Bias 192 

Two review authors (ABG, JF) independently assessed included trials for risk of bias using 193 

the Cochrane risk-of-bias tool.19  194 

Outcomes 195 

The primary maternal outcome was a composite of maternal mortality and severe maternal 196 

morbidity (adapted from a previously published composite derived by Delphi 197 

consensus).20Presence of severe maternal morbidity was defined as one or more of the 198 

following individual components: maternal death, eclampsia, stroke, pulmonary oedema, 199 

HELLP (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelets) syndrome, acute renal 200 

insufficiency, and placental abruption. The primary perinatal outcome was a composite of 201 

perinatal mortality or morbidity. This was defined as any one of perinatal death, neonatal 202 
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death or neonatal morbidity. The selection of components was guided by recent 203 

recommendations for core outcome sets in pre-eclampsia.21 Neonatal morbidity was 204 

defined as one or more of respiratory disease (any one of respiratory distress syndrome, 205 

need for respiratory support, neonatal unit admission for respiratory disease or 206 

bronchopulmonary dysplasia), central nervous system complications (any one of 207 

intraventricular hemorrhage, intracerebral hemorrhage, periventricular leukomalacia, 208 

hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy, cerebral infarction, convulsions), culture proven sepsis, 209 

necrotizing enterocolitis, hypoglycemia requiring intravenous glucose or neonatal unit 210 

admission and jaundice requiring neonatal unit admission. For both composite outcomes, if 211 

data was missing (i.e. not collected for a particular component) we treated it as absent. 212 

Secondary maternal outcomes included severe postpartum hemorrhage, progression to 213 

severe hypertension, thromboembolic disease, hepatic dysfunction, onset of delivery and 214 

admission to maternal intensive care unit. Secondary perinatal outcomes were gestational 215 

age at delivery, mode of delivery, birthweight, birthweight centile, baby sex, small for 216 

gestational age (<3rd centile, <10th centile), admission to neonatal unit, admission to 217 

neonatal intensive care unit, 5-minute Apgar score <7 and arterial pH <7.05. 218 

Data synthesis 219 

We analyzed all available data for baseline maternal characteristics at enrolment, related 220 

process outcomes (such as time from randomization to delivery) and for each pre-specified 221 

outcome, on an intention-to-treat basis. In each study, all outcomes of interest were either 222 

reported completely with less than 5% missingness, or not reported at all. Under these 223 

circumstances, multiple imputation is not feasible or recommended and we therefore 224 

analyzed all outcomes without imputation. For primary IPD meta-analyses, we used a one-225 

stage fixed effect model. Standard errors, confidence intervals and p values were adjusted 226 
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for clustering within studies. In addition to this, we used robust standard errors to correct 227 

for clustering of twin pregnancies by mother for the perinatal outcomes. 22 We set out to 228 

calculate odds ratios using multilevel models as originally outlined in the statistical analysis 229 

plan. However, this multilevel model structure did not converge as there were not sufficient 230 

datapoints at each of the levels. We therefore performed a multivariate analysis, calculating 231 

risk ratios for binary outcomes and mean differences for continuous outcomes using a 232 

simpler, fixed-effects model. We also calculated unadjusted risk differences.  A fixed -effects 233 

one-stage analysis such as this is appropriate where there are small studies with rare event 234 

numbers. We gave a separate intercept for each trial, but assuming the same treatment 235 

effect (i.e. we used fixed effects for each trial).  236 

 237 

Numbers needed to treat or harm with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for 238 

outcomes where a significant difference between management groups was found. The 239 

analysis was adjusted for study, gestational age at randomization (34+0 to 34+6 weeks, 35+0 240 

to 35+6 weeks, 36+0 to 36+6 weeks, 37+0 to 37+6 weeks, 38+0 to 38+6 weeks, 39+0 to 39+6 weeks, 241 

40+0 weeks and above), severity of systolic hypertension at study entry (<150 vs ≥ 150 242 

mmHg), parity (primiparous vs multiparous), and number of fetuses (singleton vs all other). 243 

Severity of systolic hypertension at study entry was chosen because it is an objective marker 244 

of disease severity consistently available across studies and there is a known dose-response 245 

relationship between increasing blood pressure and adverse pregnancy outcomes. 23-25 246 

Where these pre-specified adjustment variables were missing, we calculated the average 247 

value (or proportion for categorical variables) across all studies and used this. We did not 248 

use multiple imputation methods as this is not recommended in this scenario. Subgroup 249 

analysis was conducted if there were at least 10 events in each subgroup, also using a one-250 
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stage fixed effects model. Pre-specified subgroups were study, gestational age at 251 

randomization, parity, singleton vs. multifetal pregnancy, previous caesarean section, pre-252 

randomization diabetes of any type, superimposed pre-eclampsia and suspected fetal 253 

growth restriction at enrolment. Since many of the subgroups concerned the same 254 

adjustment variables used for our main analysis (including some additional subgroups of 255 

clinical relevance), our subgroup analysis was unadjusted, in order to better delineate the 256 

effect of these variables.  Heterogeneity was assessed using I2 (the proportion of the total 257 

variance of the outcome that is between studies, rather than between subjects within 258 

studies) as part of the subgroup analysis. We have also presented values for tau2. No 259 

additional analyses were undertaken. This IPD meta-analysis was prospectively registered 260 

with PROSPERO 261 

(https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?ID=CRD42020206425).   262 

Results 263 

Study selection 264 

We identified 1617 references after duplicates were removed (Figure 1). 1567 references 265 

were excluded after title screening and 43 were excluded after abstract and full text 266 

screening. Seven trials (3791 participants) were considered eligible for inclusion at study-267 

level. One trial (100 participants) was subsequently excluded as the trial authors did not 268 

respond to our request for participant-level data despite several attempts.26 The only 269 

published data available from this trial was a conference abstract and therefore we were 270 

not able to include any aggregate data for this trial. Six trials6-11 with participant-level data 271 

were available. Following data extraction and review by two of the authors, 1901 272 

participants were deemed ineligible for inclusion in this IPD meta-analysis, principally 273 

because of women being enrolled with conditions other than pre-eclampsia, or prior to 34 274 
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weeks’ gestation, with reasons given for exclusion in Table 1. The remaining 1790 275 

participants from six trials were therefore included in our analysis. 276 

Study characteristics 277 

 A summary of characteristics of included studies, including details of the interventions, can 278 

be found in Table 1 and Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. Two trials (GRIT and DIGITAT) 279 

enrolled women with suspected fetal growth restriction on ultrasound, including 280 

pregnancies complicated by pre-eclampsia, over a wide gestational age range. HYPITAT and 281 

HYPITAT II trials enrolled women with any hypertensive disorder of pregnancy, from 36+0 282 

and 34+0 weeks’ gestation onwards, respectively. The PHOENIX trial and Deliver or 283 

Deliberate trial focused specifically on women with pre-eclampsia (without severe features) 284 

between 34+0 and 36+6 weeks’ gestation. None of the trials enrolled women with severe 285 

features of pre-eclampsia, or any other indications for immediate delivery. This was stated 286 

in each of their inclusion criteria (Table 1), with severe features defined in accordance with 287 

the relevant guidelines at the time (primarily ACOG or ISSHP criteria). These are consistent 288 

with current definitions.27 For the purposes of this IPD meta-analysis we selected only those 289 

participants that met our eligibility criteria, described in the section above. 290 

Risk of bias of included studies 291 

The results of our risk of bias assessment using the Cochrane Risk of Bias 2 tool can be found 292 

in Figures 2 and 3. The PHOENIX and HYPITAT trials were prospectively registered in a 293 

clinical trials registry (prior to enrollment of first participants). The GRIT, DIGITAT, Deliver or 294 

Deliberate and HYPITAT II trials were retrospectively registered. Four of the included trials 295 

were assessed as being at low risk of bias. The HYPITAT II trial had some concerns due to 296 

minor discrepancies between the published protocol and final paper. The Deliver or 297 
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Deliberate trial was judged to be at high risk of bias.  This was primarily due to limited 298 

reporting regarding the randomization process and an imbalance in the final analysis 299 

population suggesting post-randomization exclusions. Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 300 

describe the missing data for each maternal and perinatal variable by study. Where data 301 

were missing, this was usually due to the outcome not being collected, with very few cases 302 

of data missing due to incomplete reporting or exclusions.  303 

Synthesis of results  304 

Baseline maternal characteristics at enrolment were similar across planned delivery and 305 

expectant management groups (Table 2). Importantly, the proportion of women with 306 

suspected fetal growth restriction and severe hypertension at enrolment (Table 2) was 307 

balanced between the two management groups, as expected with randomization. None of 308 

the trials enrolled women with severe features of pre-eclampsia, however we acknowledge 309 

some participants may have had transiently high blood pressure readings prior to 310 

enrolment. This alone would not be an indication for delivery. 18 The difference in median 311 

time from randomization to delivery between the two groups was 4.0 (95% CI 3.0 to 4.0) 312 

days. One-stage meta-analysis found that planned delivery from 34 weeks’ gestation 313 

onwards significantly reduced the risk of major maternal morbidity (2.6% versus 4.4%; 314 

adjusted risk ratio [aRR] 0.59, 95% CI 0.36 to 0.98; p=0.041), compared to expectant 315 

management (Table 3). This direction of effect was also consistent across secondary 316 

maternal outcomes (Table 4), with a significant reduction in post-randomization severe 317 

hypertension  (risk ratio [RR] 0.80, 95% CI 0.73-0.87). The primary composite perinatal 318 

outcome of perinatal mortality (stillbirth or early neonatal death) or morbidity was 319 

increased by planned delivery (20.9% versus 17.1%; aRR 1.22, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.47; p=0.040). 320 

This result was driven by a significant increase in neonatal respiratory disease (risk ratio [RR] 321 
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1.41, 95% CI 1.05-1.90) (Table 5). Neonatal unit admission was also increased amongst 322 

infants born to mothers in the planned delivery arm (risk ratio [RR] 1.21, 95% CI 1.08-1.36) 323 

(Table 6). However, infants in the planned delivery group were less likely to be born small 324 

for gestational age, both <3rd centile (risk ratio [RR] 0.74, 95% CI 0.55-0.99) and <10th centile 325 

(RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.70-0.97). As expected, given the nature of the intervention, there was an 326 

adjusted mean difference of -0.61 weeks in gestational age at delivery between infants in 327 

the planned delivery and expectant management groups and an adjusted mean difference 328 

of -127.28 g in birthweight between the two groups (Table 6). There was no significant 329 

difference in vaginal delivery between planned delivery and expectant management groups. 330 

The observed difference in the primary perinatal outcome between allocated groups was 331 

largely driven by a difference in respiratory distress syndrome, seen mainly in infants from 332 

trials conducted earlier in the time period (the HYPITAT II trial between 2009 and 2013, and 333 

the Deliver or Deliberate trial between 2002 and 2008). Individual components of the 334 

respiratory disease composite outcome by study are shown in Supplementary Table S5. 335 

Overall, there were small numbers of central nervous system complications (individual 336 

components of this composite outcome by study are shown in Supplementary Table S6), 337 

with babies from the earlier HYPITAT II and GRIT trials (conducted between 1993 and 2001) 338 

contributing the majority of cases. Subgroup analyses (Figures 4 and 5) were consistent with 339 

the main results. Higher degrees of heterogeneity were seen when analyzed by study, and 340 

by twin or singleton pregnancy. Subgroup analysis was only undertaken if there were 10 or 341 

more events in each subgroup which meant that the overall effect by study was different to 342 

that reported for the overall IPD meta-analysis, due to exclusion of certain trials from the 343 

subgroup analysis. A summary of findings table and numbers need to treat and harm are 344 

presented in supplementary tables S9 and S10. 345 
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Comment 346 

Principal findings 347 

In this IPD meta-analysis, we show that planned early delivery from 34 weeks’ gestation in 348 

women with pre-eclampsia significantly reduces adverse maternal outcomes, and the 349 

number of infants born small for gestational age. This was balanced against an increase in 350 

the composite perinatal outcome driven by short-term neonatal respiratory morbidity; 351 

there was no significant impact of gestational age on this primary outcome. These results 352 

indicate a clinically important maternal benefit, and in particular a reduction in severe 353 

hypertension and HELLP syndrome, among women allocated to planned delivery. 354 

Importantly the intervention did not increase the risk of caesarean section. Information on 355 

medical co-morbidities was not consistently available across all studies. However, other 356 

than singleton/twin pregnancy subgroup analysis for the primary perinatal outcome, there 357 

was no significant test of interaction for any pre-enrolment characteristics, such that we 358 

could not pre-define a particular group of pregnant women in whom the impact of the 359 

intervention might be different. The majority of participants included in this analysis were 360 

classified as White European, which should be taken into account when considering the 361 

generalizability of these findings to other populations.  362 

 363 

The difference in incidence of respiratory disease between management groups was mainly 364 

seen amongst infants born to women from two trials, namely HYPITAT II7 and Deliver or 365 

Deliberate,8 conducted earlier in the time period considered for this meta-analysis. In 366 

HYPITAT II, only 8.6% of women randomized to planned delivery received antenatal 367 

corticosteroids. Steroid use was not reported in the Deliver or Deliberate trial, though 368 

planned delivery took place within 12 hours of randomization leaving little time for optimal 369 
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steroid administration. By comparison, 65% of women in the PHOENIX trial6 allocated to 370 

planned delivery received antenatal corticosteroids; this likely influences the much lower 371 

incidence of adverse respiratory outcomes among infants in this trial, with no difference 372 

between the two management groups. Although we acknowledge that our analysis was not 373 

specifically powered to address this question, it is likely that the difference in administration 374 

of steroids observed between different time epochs and trial settings explains our perinatal 375 

findings. This suggests that appropriately timed antenatal corticosteroid administration 376 

mitigates the short-term risk of respiratory complications for infants of women with pre-377 

eclampsia, as previously demonstrated by a large systematic review.28 Antenatal 378 

corticosteroids have also been shown to reduce infant intraventricular hemorrhage,28 a rare 379 

outcome in infants at this late preterm gestation, providing further potential benefit in 380 

ameliorating the risk of central nervous system complications at this gestational age. 381 

Although some authors have raised concerns over the association between maternal 382 

antenatal corticosteroid treatment and childhood behavioral disorders in term-born 383 

children (based on a population-based study29), the most recent Cochrane systematic 384 

review of randomized controlled trials reported that antenatal corticosteroids probably lead 385 

to a reduction in developmental delay in childhood (RR 0.51, 95% CI 0.27 to 0.97).28  386 

 387 

The rates of other serious neonatal complications, such as sepsis and necrotizing 388 

enterocolitis, were low, as  expected in this population. The relatively high rates of neonatal 389 

admission across both groups  highlights the additional care  this high-risk population of 390 

infants may require, irrespective of timing of delivery. In addition, infants born to mothers in 391 

the expectant management group were significantly more likely to be born small for 392 

gestational age. As low birthweight is a risk factor for long term neurodevelopmental 393 
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delay30, 31 and has been shown to be a more important predictor of long-term infant 394 

outcomes than gestational age at delivery,32 avoidance of ongoing growth restriction may 395 

influence management choices. Use of ultrasound to accurately evaluate gestational age 396 

and presence of growth restriction should therefore be an integral part of assessment of a 397 

woman with pre-eclampsia. Whilst the average difference between the two groups was four 398 

days, the third quartile was ten days. It remains difficult to identify which women (and 399 

infants) are most likely to require delivery within the following seven days, using clinical risk 400 

factor or biomarker prognostication,33 but for a progressive and unpredictable condition 401 

such as pre-eclampsia, this degree of pregnancy prolongation could be associated with a 402 

biologically plausible and clinical relevant difference in fetal growth restriction and neonatal 403 

outcomes. An increased awareness that expectant management increases the risk of a small 404 

for gestational age infant, most likely by perpetuating growth restriction within an adverse 405 

intrauterine environment, may lower the threshold for considering planned delivery from 34 406 

weeks onwards. These findings raise interesting questions regarding the influence of 407 

expectant management on fetal growth restriction and the impact this may have on the 408 

infant, which should be addressed by future research. 409 

Comparison with existing literature 410 

In the US, current guidelines recommend planned early delivery in women with late preterm 411 

pre-eclampsia with severe features,34 but advise expectant management in women without 412 

severe features up to 37 weeks’ gestation. The guidelines acknowledge that this latter 413 

recommendation is based on limited and inconsistent evidence.27Current UK35 and 414 

international18 guidelines provide similar recommendations, but again note the uncertainty  415 

in clinical practice around thresholds for intervention and the limited evidence base. Many 416 

reviews, including a recent Cochrane review, have therefore called for evidence  focussing 417 
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on optimal timing of delivery in different types of pregnancy hypertensive disease. Our 418 

findings confirm clear maternal benefit associated with planned early delivery in women 419 

with pre-eclampsia from 34 weeks’ gestation onwards, and providesh greater understanding 420 

of perinatal benefits and risks, including factors (such as antenatal steroid use) that mitigate 421 

these. Our analysis extends the current evidence base and quantifies the benefit-risk 422 

balance specific to women with pre-eclampsia in the late preterm period. The important 423 

lack of increased risk in operative delivery is in keeping with other recent clinical studies 424 

comparing induction of labor with expectant management;36-38 women and clinicians may 425 

perceive similar rates of vaginal delivery in both groups as important to their decision-426 

making. The perinatal results are consistent with the interpretation by a systematic review 427 

evaluating planned early delivery for suspected fetal compromise which highlighted an 428 

increased short-term risk of respiratory complications and neonatal unit admission.39 429 

However, the varying use of antenatal corticosteroids across the different trials included in 430 

our analysis should be considered when interpreting these results. Planned sub-group 431 

analysis showed that there was no difference in the primary perinatal outcome in the most 432 

recent trial,6 where the majority of women allocated to planned delivery received antenatal 433 

corticosteroids. Given that the universal administration of antenatal corticosteroids is not 434 

routinely recommended for women considered at risk of late preterm birth,40  435 

demonstrating benefit in certain clinical scenarios, such as planned delivery for pre-436 

eclampsia, may guide clinical practice. Furthermore, we have demonstrated an increased 437 

risk of being born small for gestational age associated with expectant management, a 438 

finding consistent with similar studies, which is known to be associated with longer term 439 

impaired neurodevelopmental outcomes.30, 31 In addition to this, based on the largest and 440 

most recent trial in this population,6 clinicians and women should be aware that with 441 
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expectant management, there is an average prolongation of pregnancy of around three 442 

days only, with 74% progressing to severe pre-eclampsia (compared to 64% with planned 443 

delivery) and 55% requiring expedited delivery before 37 weeks’ gestation. The high 444 

proportion of women who were delivered early is in keeping with an expectant 445 

management strategy and highlights the rapidly progressive nature of pre-eclampsia, often 446 

resulting in a constellation of maternal and fetal complications.  447 

 Data from this IPD meta-analysis (which included the trial discussed above) supported this 448 

finding with a difference in median time from randomization to delivery of only 4 days 449 

between the two management groups. This study therefore strengthens current evidence 450 

supporting a policy of considering planned early delivery for maternal benefit in late 451 

preterm pre-eclampsia. Planned delivery has been shown to be cost-saving in the UK 452 

National Health Service setting compared to expectant management (£1478 per woman), 453 

when total maternal and infant costs were considered, but the decision-making should 454 

reflect clinical and health economic factors together. 455 

Strengths and Limitations 456 

Following guidance on the use of IPD meta-analysis, 41 we did not adopt an overly restrictive 457 

approach when selecting trials for inclusion, and this study is therefore strengthened by the 458 

inclusion of several large, well-conducted randomized clinical trials, the majority of which 459 

were assessed as being at low risk of bias. For most outcomes, heterogeneity between 460 

studies was low, although some important differences have been highlighted above. 461 

Furthermore, the use of a one-stage IPD meta-analysis approach allows the relative 462 

influence of multiple trial and participant characteristics on any intervention effect to be 463 

considered simultaneously. 41 We had full access to trial data and were able to include all 464 

eligible participants for the large majority of studies. We were able to include complete data 465 
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for most of our outcomes of interest, but we were limited by differences in outcome 466 

reporting between trials such that data were not available for every variable. This low 467 

missingness for the majority of variables and broad consistency between trials means that 468 

we have confidence in our results. Limitations include changes in clinical practice during the 469 

time period of the trials included such that external factors (such as uptake of antenatal 470 

corticosteroid use) may impact directly on the main outcomes. Certain perinatal outcomes, 471 

such as bronchopulmonary dysplasia, cerebral infarction, and intra-cerebral hemorrhage 472 

were not collected across a large proportion of included studies, likely due to the rarity of 473 

these outcomes and the availability of more objective measures. Ideally, all trials should 474 

include longer-term follow-up of the women and infants, but retention within a study can 475 

be challenging, and expensive to undertake. We were not able to report indications for 476 

delivery as this information was not consistently available across the included trials. 477 

However, given the randomized nature of the data we would not expect significant 478 

differences between the two management groups at baseline. The PHOENIX trial reported 479 

indications for delivery for both management groups. In the planned delivery group 99% of 480 

women had allocation to planned delivery arm as their recorded indication for delivery, 481 

consistent with trial procedures. By comparison, women in the expectant management 482 

group were delivered more frequently for both maternal and fetal indications, with over 483 

50% requiring expedited delivery.  484 

Clinical implications 485 

Delivery is already known to improve maternal outcomes in pre-eclampsia. However, this 486 

review quantifies the effect, specific to gestation, on outcomes, and addresses the balance 487 

between maternal and fetal effects. We also address the question specifically in women 488 

who have pre-eclampsia without severe features. By synthesizing and presenting the 489 
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available data on this topic, we aim to provide as much information as possible on the 490 

balance of risks and benefits associated with each management strategy, so that women 491 

and their caregivers can make fully informed decisions. For clinicians who already have a 492 

low threshold for planned delivery in women with late preterm pre-eclampsia, this meta-493 

analysis provides new evidence that could support this approach. Other clinicians may 494 

consider that although maternal benefit of planned delivery is clear, there is a trade-off with 495 

short-term perinatal morbidity. However, this may be ameliorated by judicial use of 496 

antenatal corticosteroids. 497 

Conclusions  498 

This meta-analysis of individual participant data from six randomized controlled trials 499 

synthesizes the available evidence pertaining to timing of delivery in late preterm pre-500 

eclampsia. We have clearly demonstrated that planned delivery in women with pre-501 

eclampsia from 34 weeks onwards provides maternal benefit with no increased risk of 502 

operative delivery, compared to expectant management. Planned delivery reduces the 503 

likelihood of infants being born small for gestational age but increases short-term 504 

respiratory morbidity. The administration of antenatal corticosteroids reduces this risk, such 505 

that perinatal morbidity was no different between the groups in the most recent trial; the 506 

potential benefits of antenatal corticosteroids should be discussed with women undergoing 507 

late preterm delivery. Further research is needed to identify optimal methods of 508 

determining which women and infants are at greatest risk of adverse outcomes, enabling 509 

stratification of surveillance and targeted intervention. A similar need for accurate 510 

prognostic strategies has been identified for planning delivery in pregnancies with 511 

suspected fetal compromise39 and preterm prelabor rupture of membranes42 as the 512 

challenges are common across these scenarios. Longer-term infant outcome data (including 513 
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infants born with and without growth restriction) from large randomized controlled trials 514 

are also needed, as outcomes cannot be extrapolated from population-level databases 515 

comparing delivery at preterm gestations with term gestations in healthy pregnancies. 516 

There is also a need to establish the most clinically meaningful neonatal outcomes to 517 

measure when conducting pre-eclampsia trials, particularly those focused on timing of 518 

delivery.  The impact of the intervention is likely to be very different in low-resource 519 

settings, where the majority of maternal and perinatal disease burden associated with pre-520 

eclampsia lies.43 As antenatal stillbirth is much more common in these settings,44, 45 it is 521 

possible that early delivery in women with pre-eclampsia in low and middle-income 522 

countries may reduce not just adverse maternal outcomes, but fetal and perinatal deaths 523 

associated with severe maternal disease. However, this must also be balanced against the 524 

resource constraints in these environments. A multi-center randomized controlled trial 525 

evaluating this is currently underway,46 and may shed further light on this clinical dilemma 526 

in a different context. Our findings provide further information to guide women and 527 

clinicians in a high-income setting, who must consider the balance of benefits and risks 528 

associated with planned delivery for women and their infants with late preterm pre-529 

eclampsia. In line with recent recommendations,47 we recommend that clinicians discuss the 530 

trade-off with earlier delivery (better for maternal outcomes but with increased admissions 531 

to the neonatal unit) with women, fully supporting them to understand their options and 532 

consider both management strategies.  533 
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Tables 668 

Table 1: Characteristics of included studies 669 

Study Setting Total 

participants 

enrolled (n) 

Trial participants (inclusion criteria) Eligible 

for IPD 

(n) 

Non-eligible 

for IPD (n) Gestational 

age 

(weeks) 

Singleton 

or twin 

pregnancy 

Diagnosis 

GRIT 

GRIT Study 

Group (2003) 

69 hospitals 

in 13 

European 

countries 

548  

Planned 

delivery 

n=296, 

Expectant 

management

=292 

24+0 to 36+0 

 

 

 

Singleton 

or twin 

Fetal 

compromise 

with an 

umbilical 

artery Doppler 

waveform 

recorded 

(including 

pregnancies 

complicated 

by pre-

eclampsia) 

15 

Planned 

delivery

n=15, 

Expecta

nt 

manage

ment 

n=5 

493 

randomized 

before 34 

weeks; 40 no 

pre-eclampsia 

at study entry 

HYPITAT  

Koopmans 

(2009) 

38 hospitals 

in The 

Netherlands 

756 

Planned 

delivery 

n=377, 

Expectant 

management

=379 

36+0 to 41+0 Singleton Gestational 

hypertension 

or pre-

eclampsia 

without severe 

featuresa 

246 

Planned 

delivery 

n=123, 

Expecta

nt 

manage

510 no pre-

eclampsia at 

study entry 
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ment 

n=123 

DIGITAT 

Boers (2010) 

52 hospitals 

in The 

Netherlands 

650  

Planned 

delivery 

n=321, 

Expectant 

management 

n=329 

36+0 to 41+0 Singleton Suspected 

intra-uterine 

growth 

restriction 

(including 

pregnancies 

complicated 

by pre-

eclampsia) 

45 

Planned 

delivery

n=18, 

Expecta

nt 

manage

ment 

n=27 

605 no pre-

eclampsia at 

study entry 

Deliver or 

Deliberate 

Owens (2014) 

1 hospital in 

the USA 

169 

Planned 

delivery 

n=97, 

Expectant 

management 

n=86 

34+0 to 36+6 Singleton 

or twin 

Pre-eclampsia 

(ACOG 2002 

criteria) 

without any 

other 

maternal-fetal 

complications 

165 

Planned 

delivery

n=93, 

Expecta

nt 

manage

ment 

n=72 

4 randomized 

before 34 

weeks 

HYPITAT II 

Broekhuijsen 

(2015) 

51 hospitals 

in The 

Netherlands 

703 

Planned 

delivery 

n=352, 

Expectant 

34+0 to 36+6 Singleton 

or twin 

Any 

hypertensive 

disorder of 

pregnancy 

420 

Planned 

delivery

n=209, 

Expecta

4 randomized 

before 34 

weeks; 283 no 

pre-eclampsia 

at study entry 
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management

n=351 

without severe 

featuresa 

nt 

manage

ment 

n=211 

PHOENIX 

Chappell 

(2019) 

46 hospitals 

in England 

and Wales 

901 

Planned 

delivery 

n=450, 

Expectant 

management 

n=451 

34+0 to 36+6 Singleton 

or twin 

Pre-eclampsia 

(ISSHP 2014 

criteria), not 

requiring 

immediate 

delivery 

899 

Planned 

delivery

n=448, 

Expecta

nt 

manage

ment 

n=451 

2 withdrew 

from trial  

ACOG: American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists; ISSHP: International Society for 670 

the Study of Hypertension in Pregnancy.  671 

aPre-eclampsia defined as a diastolic BP of 90mmHg or higher measured on two occasions at 672 

least 6h apart, combined with proteinuria.   673 Jo
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Table 2 Baseline maternal characteristics at enrolment 674 

  675 

Characteristic n Planned delivery 

n=901 

 n Expectant management 

n=889 

Maternal age (years; mean (SD)) 901 29.56 (6.32) 889 29.97 (6.12) 

White European ethnicity 891 618 (69.4%) 884 624 (70.6%) 

No previous births 891 564 (63.3%) 884 555 (62.8%) 

Singleton pregnancy 901 866 (96.1%) 889 843 (94.8%) 

Previous caesarean section 780 99 (12.7%) 785 101 (12.9%) 

Pre-randomization diabetes 780 94 (12.1%) 785 88 (11.2%) 

Suspected fetal growth restriction 808 124 (15.3%) 817 132 (16.2%) 

Systolic blood pressure ≥ 160mmHg 810 227 (28.0%) 818 221 (27.0%) 

Systolic blood pressure ≥ 150mmHg 810 442 (54.6%) 818 433 (52.9%) 

Diagnosis of superimposed pre-eclampsia 675 100 (14.8%) 689 113 (16.4%) 
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Table 3 Primary maternal outcome 676 

 Planned delivery 

n=891 

Expectant management 

n=884 

Effect sizea 

Primary composite 

maternal outcome n (%) 

23 (2.6%) 39 (4.4%) aRRb 0.59 (0.36 to 0.98) 

p value=0.041 

   Unadjusted Risk Difference (%) 

-1.8% (-3.5 to -0.1) 

Individual components    

Maternal death 0/891 (0.0%) 1/884 (0.1%)c - 

Eclampsia 3/891 (0.3%) 6/884 (0.7%) RR 0.50 (0.12 to 1.98) 

Stroke 0/559 (0.0%) 0/550 (0.0%) - 

Pulmonary oedema 1/798 (0.1%) 4/812 (0.5%) RR 0.25 (0.03 to 2.27) 

HELLP syndrome 12/891 (1.3%) 23/884 (2.6%) RR 0.52 (0.26 to 1.03) 

Renal insufficiency 4/768 (0.5%) 6/761 (0.8%) RR 0.66 (0.19 to 2.33) 

Placental abruption 4/768 (0.5%) 4/812 (0.5%) RR 1.02 (0.26 to 4.05) 

HELLP syndrome: Hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count syndrome. 677 

aEffect sizes are Risk Ratios (95% confidence intervals) unless stated otherwise.  678 

bRisk ratio adjusted (aRR) for study, gestational age at randomization, singleton pregnancy, 679 

parity, and severity of hypertension at study entry. Presented as unadjusted (RR) where 680 

model failed to converge.  681 

cThis death was considered unrelated to trial allocation by the original study authors. 682 
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Table 4 Secondary maternal outcomes 683 

 Planned delivery 

n=891 

Expectant management 

n=884 

Effect sizea 

Post-randomization severe 

hypertension  

396/780 (50.8%) 498/785 (63.4%) RRb 0.80 (0.73 – 0.87) 

 

Hepatic dysfunction 72/891 (8.1%) 96/884 (10.9%) aRR 0.76 (0.57 to 1.01) 

Thromboembolic disease 1/798 (0.1%) 1/812 (0.1%) - 

Severe postpartum hemorrhage 87/891 (9.8%) 98/884 (11.1%) aRR 0.88 (0.68 to 1.15) 

Pre-labor caesarean section  156/797 (19.6%) 180/811 (22.2%) RR 0.88 (0.73 to 1.07) 

Intensive care unit admission 9/589 (1.5%) 19/601 (3.2%) aRR 0.48 (0.22 to 1.07) 

Time from randomization to 

delivery (days), Median (IQR) 

2.0 (1.0 to 3.0) 

n=890c 

6.0 (3.0 to 10.0) 

n=883c 

Difference (95% CI) 

4.0 (3.0 to 4.0) 

aEffect sizes are Risk Ratios (95% confidence intervals) unless stated otherwise. bRisk Ratio 684 

adjusted (aRR) for study, gestational age at randomization, singleton pregnancy, parity, and 685 

severity of hypertension at study entry. Presented as unadjusted Risk Ratios (RR) where 686 

model failed to converge.  687 

cOne woman (from each group) excluded due to missing gestational age at delivery. 688 
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Table 5 Primary perinatal outcome 690 

 Planned delivery 

n=936 

Expectant management 

n=935 

Effect sizea 

Composite primary 

perinatal outcome 

196 (20.9%) 160 (17.1%) aRRb 1.22 (1.01 to 1.47) 

p=0.040 

   Unadjusted Risk difference (%)  

3.83 (0.17 to 7.48) 

    

Individual components Planned delivery Expectant management RR 

Stillbirth 0/936 (0.0%) 0/935 (0.0%) - 

Neonatal death 1/936 (0.1%) 0/935 (0.0%) RR 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 

Respiratory disease 95/936 (10.1%) 66/935 (7.1%) RR 1.41 (1.05 to 1.90) 

Central nervous system 

complications 

11/936 (1.2%) 4/935 (0.4%) RR 2.65 (0.90 to 7.83) 

Neonatal sepsis 3/489 (0.6%) 2/502 (0.4%) RR 1.54 (0.26 to 9.20) 

Necrotizing enterocolitis 3/936 (0.3%) 0/935 (0.0%) RR 1.00 (1.00 to 1.00) 

Hypoglycemia  86/692 (12.4%) 86/708 (12.1%) RR 1.03 (0.77 to 1.37) 

Jaundice  19/612 (3.1%) 13/625 (2.1%) RR 1.56 (0.78 to 3.11) 

aEffect sizes are Risk Ratios (95% confidence intervals) unless stated otherwise. bRisk Ratio 691 

adjusted (aRR) for study, gestational age at randomization, singleton pregnancy, parity, and 692 

severity of hypertension at study entry. Presented as unadjusted Risk Ratio (RR) where 693 

model failed to converge.  694 
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Table 6 Secondary perinatal outcomes 695 

 Planned delivery 

n=936 

Expectant management 

n=935 

Adjusted mean difference 

(CI) 

Gestational age at delivery 

(weeks; mean (SD))  

36.2 (1.4) 

n=934 

36.9 (1.5) 

n=934 

-0.61 (-0.67 to -0.55 

Birthweight (grams; mean (SD)) 2561 (563.7) 

n=934 

2681 (615.0) 

n=934 

-127.28 (-171.0 to -83.5) 

Birthweight centile (mean (SD)) 41.0 (30.8) 

n=934 

40.4 (33.2) 

n=933 

-0.42 (-3.14 to 2.29) 

    

   Effect sizea 

Small for gestational age (<10th 

centile) 

198/934 (21.2%) 241/933 (25.8%) RRb 0.82 (0.70 to 0.97) 

Small for gestational age (<3rd 

centile) 

73/934 (7.8%) 99/993 (10.6%) RR 0.74 (0.55 to 0.99) 

 

Neonatal unit admission 395/831 (47.5%) 336/858 (39.2%) RR 1.21 (1.08 to 1.36) 

Neonatal intensive care unit 

admission 

56/926 (6.0%) 43/930 (4.6%) aRR 1.20 (0.83 to 1.74) 

5-minute Apgar score <7 30/936 (3.2%) 25/935 (2.7%) aRR 1.20 (0.71 to 2.01) 

Umbilical artery pH <7.05 17/926 (1.8%) 19/930 (2.0%) aRR 0.85 (0.45 to 1.61) 

Vaginal delivery 377/713 (52.9%) 349/702 (49.7%) RR 1.06 (0.96 to 1.18) 

aEffect sizes are Risk Ratios (95% confidence intervals) unless stated otherwise. bRisk ratio 696 

adjusted (aRR) for study, gestational age at randomization, singleton pregnancy, parity, and 697 

severity of hypertension at study entry. Presented as unadjusted Risk Ratio (RR) where 698 

model failed to converge.  699 
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Figure legends 700 

Figure 1: Flowchart summarizing search results  701 

PRISMA flowchart outlining process of study selection. 702 

Figure 2: Risk of bias summary across all included studies 703 

Risk of bias assessment using the Cochrane RoB 2 tool and presented as percentage across 704 

all included studies. 705 

Figure 3: Risk of bias summary for each included study 706 

Risk of bias assessment using the Cochrane RoB 2 tool about each risk of bias domain for 707 

each included study. 708 

Figure 4 Primary maternal outcome - subgroup analysis  709 

Unadjusted analysis by pre-specified subgroup. Weights and between subgroup 710 

heterogeneity test are from Mantel-Haenszel model. Pre-specified subgroup analysis only 711 

performed if ≥10 events in each subgroup, and sub-groups without analysis for this reason 712 

are shown in Supplementary table S7.  713 

Figure 5 Primary perinatal outcome: subgroup analysis  714 

Unadjusted analysis by pre-specified subgroup. Weights and between subgroup 715 

heterogeneity test are from Mantel-Haenszel model. Pre-specified subgroup analysis only 716 

performed if ≥10 events in each subgroup, and sub-groups without analysis for this reason 717 

are shown in Supplementary table S8.  718 

 719 
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Supplementary information 721 

Supplementary table S1: Additional study characteristics 722 

Study Funding source Conflict 

of 

interest 

Study 

design 

Enrolment 

dates 

Intervention Antenatal corticosteroid 

(ACS) use 

GRIT 

GRIT Study 

Group 

(2003) 

MRC, European 

Union Concerted 

Action, Princess 

Beatrix Foundation 

Nil Randomized 

controlled 

trial 

November 

1993-

March 

2001 

Delivery 

initiated 

within 48h of 

randomization 

Pre-randomization ACS 

given in 70% of 

immediate delivery group 

and 69% of expectant 

management group. 

Post-randomization ACS 

use not reported 

HYPITAT  

Koopmans 

(2009) 

ZonMw Nil Randomized 

controlled 

trial 

October 

2005-

March 

2008 

Delivery 

initiated 

within 24h of 

randomization 

Not reported 

DIGITAT 

Boers (2010) 

ZonMw Nil Randomized 

controlled 

trial 

November 

2004-

November 

2008 

Delivery 

initiated 

within 48h of 

randomization 

Not reported 

Deliver or 

Deliberate 

Owens 

(2014) 

Division of 

Maternal-Fetal 

Medicine in the 

Dept. of OBGYN at 

the University of 

Nil Randomized 

controlled 

trial 

March 

2002-June 

2008 

Delivery 

initiated 

within 12h of 

randomization 

Not reported  
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 723 

724 

Mississippi 

Medical Center 

HYPITAT II 

Broekhuijsen 

(2015) 

ZonMw Nil Randomized 

controlled 

trial 

March 1st 

2009-Feb 

21st 2013 

Delivery 

initiated 

within 24h of 

randomization 

Pre-randomization ACS 

given in 7.5% of 

immediate delivery group 

and 8% of expectant 

management group. 

Post-randomization ACS 

use 1% across both 

groups 

PHOENIX  

Chappell 

(2019) 

NIHR Health 

technology 

assessment 

programme 

Nil Randomized 

controlled 

trial 

Sept 29th 

2014-Dec 

10th 2018 

Delivery 

initiated 

within 48h of 

randomization 

Post- randomization ACS 

given in 65% of 

immediate delivery group 

and 55% of expectant 

management group 
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Supplementary table S2: Additional study characteristics 725 

Study Short-term primary outcome Short-term secondary outcomes 

GRIT 

GRIT Study 

Group 

(2003) 

Infant survival up to hospital discharge Mode of delivery, surrogate outcomes for fetal 

morbidity: birthweight, sex, Apgar score <7 at 5 

minutes, cord pH <7.0, ventilation >24hrs, 

necrotizing enterocolitis, neonatal convulsions, 

GMH/IVH, PVL/VM, stillbirth, neonatal death, death 

>28 days 

HYPITAT  

Koopmans 

(2009) 

Composite measure of poor maternal 

outcomes defined as: maternal mortality, 

maternal morbidity (eclampsia, HELLP 

syndrome, pulmonary oedema, 

thromboembolic disease, or placental 

abruption), progression to severe disease and 

major PPH up to maternal hospital discharge 

and 6 weeks after birth 

Mode of delivery, neonatal mortality, and neonatal 

morbidity (composite outcome consisting of a 5 

minute Apgar score <7, umbilical artery pH <7.05 or 

admission to a neonatal intensive care unit) 

DIGITAT 

Boers (2010) 

Composite measure of adverse neonatal 

outcome (defined as death before hospital 

discharge, 5 minute Apgar score <7, umbilical 

artery pH <7.05, or admission to the neonatal 

intensive care unit)  

Operative delivery (vaginal instrumental delivery or 

caesarean section), length of stay in the NICU or 

neonatal ward, length of stay in the maternal 

hospital and maternal morbidity (PPH >1000ml, 

gestational hypertension or pre-eclampsia, 

pulmonary oedema, thromboembolism, or any 

other serious event) 

Deliver or 

Deliberate 

Maternal mortality, maternal morbidity, and 

progression of PE with the appearance of 

Onset of labor, progression to severe pre-eclampsia, 

postpartum complications (HELLP syndrome, 
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Owens 

(2014) 

severe features as defined by the American 

College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 

(ACOG) 

eclampsia), total hospital length of stay (LOS) post 

delivery (days), total hospital LOS (days), 

birthweight, small for gestational age, arterial 

umbilical cord pH, NICU admission, asphyxia, 

respiratory distress syndrome, transient tachypnoea 

of the new-born, apnea, NICU LOS (days) 

HYPITAT II 

Broekhuijsen 

(2015) 

Maternal: composite of adverse maternal 

outcomes (thromboembolic disease, 

pulmonary oedema, eclampsia, HELLP 

syndrome, placental abruption, or maternal 

death) up to maternal final discharge from 

hospital and 6 weeks after birth. 

Neonatal: Respiratory distress syndrome 

(RDS), defined as need for supplementary 

oxygen for more than 24h combined with 

radiographic findings typical for RDS up to 

infant final discharge from hospital 

Instrumental vaginal delivery, caesarean section, 5-

minute Apgar score of less than 7, umbilical artery 

pH of less than 7.05, admission to a NICU, death 

before discharge, suspected or confirmed neonatal 

infection or sepsis, hypoglycemia necessitating 

intravenous glucose, transient tachypnoea of the 

new-born, meconium aspiration syndrome, 

pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum, necrotizing 

enterocolitis, IVH, PVL and convulsions 

PHOENIX  

Chappell 

(2019) 

Maternal: composite of maternal morbidity of 

fullPIERS20 outcomes, with the addition of 

recorded systolic BP of at least 160mmHg 

post randomization, up to primary maternal 

hospital discharge  

Perinatal: composite of neonatal deaths 

within 7 days of delivery and perinatal deaths 

Individual components of the composite primary 

outcome, use of antihypertensive drugs, 

progression to severe pre-eclampsia (systolic BP of 

at least 160mmHg, platelet count <100, abnormal 

liver function enzymes - ALT or AST >70), time and 

mode of onset, confirmed thromboembolic disease, 

confirmed sepsis, primary and additional indications 

for delivery; and placental abruption. Stillbirth, NND 
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or neonatal unit admissions before infant 

primary hospital discharge 

within 7 days of delivery, NND before hospital 

discharge, admissions to NNU, number of nights in 

each category of care, total number of nights in 

hospital, BW, BW centile, BW less than 10th or 3rd 

centile, GA at delivery, Apgar score at 5 min after 

birth, umbilical arterial and venous pH at birth, need 

for supplementary oxygen before discharge, 

number of days required, need for respiratory 

support, other indications and main diagnoses 

resulting in NNU admission and health resource use 

outcomes 

GMH: Germinal matrix hemorrhage; IVH: intraventricular hemorrhage; PVL: Periventricular 726 

leukomalacia; VM: ventriculomegaly; HELLP syndrome: Hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, 727 

low platelet count syndrome; PPH: post-partum hemorrhage; NICU: neonatal intensive care 728 

unit; NNU: neonatal unit: NND: neonatal death; BW: birthweight; GA: gestational age; ALT: 729 

alanine aminotransferase; AST: aspartate transaminase.   730 
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Supplementary table S3 Missing maternal variables 731 

HELLP syndrome: Hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count syndrome. 732 

aData missing/excluded. All other missing variables were not collected.  733 

  734 

 HYPITAT  

n=246 

HYPITAT II 

n=420 

DIGITAT 

n=45 

Deliver or Deliberate 

n=165 

GRIT 

n=15 

PHOENIX 

n=899 

Maternal death 0 0 0 0 15 0 

Eclampsia 0 0 0 0 15 0 

Stroke 246 420 0 0 15 0 

Pulmonary oedema 0 0 0 165 15 0 

HELLP syndrome 0 0 0 0 15 0 

Renal insufficiency 246 0 0 0 15 0 

Placental abruption 0 0 0 165 15 0 

Post-randomization 

severe hypertension  

0 0 45 165 15 0 

Hepatic dysfunction 0 0 0 0 15 0 

Thromboembolic 

disease 

0 0 0 165 15 0 

Severe postpartum 

hemorrhage 

0 0 0 0 15 0 

Pre-labor caesarean 

section  

0 0 0 165 15 2a 

Intensive care unit 

admission 

0 420 0 165 15 0 
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Supplementary table S4 Missing perinatal variables 735 

 HYPITAT  

n=246 

HYPITAT II 

n=454 

DIGITAT 

n=45 

Deliver or Deliberate 

n=165 

GRIT 

n=15 

PHOENIX 

n=946 

Stillbirth 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Neonatal death 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Respiratory distress 

syndrome 

0 0 0 0 15 946 

Need for respiratory 

support 

0 454 0 0 0 0 

Neonatal unit admission 

for respiratory disease 

246 454 45 165 15 0 

Bronchopulmonary 

dysplasia 

246 454 45 0 15 946 

Cerebral infarction 246 454 45 165 15 946 

Hypoxic ischemic 

encephalopathy 

246 0 45 165 15 0 

Intra-cerebral hemorrhage 246 454 45 165 15 946 

Intra-ventricular 

hemorrhage 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Convulsions 0 0 0 165 0 0 

Peri-ventricular 

leukomalacia 

0 0 0 165 15 0 

Neonatal sepsis 246 454 0 165 15 0 

Necrotizing enterocolitis 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Jaundice 0 454 0 165 15 0 
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Hypoglycemia 246 0 45 165 15 0 

Gestational age at delivery 1a 0 0 0 0 2a 

Mode of delivery 0 454 0 0 0 2a 

Birthweight 0 1a 0 0 0 2a 

Sex 0 0 0 0 0 2a 

Neonatal unit admission 0 0 0 165 15 2a 

Neonatal intensive care 

unit admission 

0 0 0 0 15 0 

5 -minute Apgar score less 

than 7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Arterial pH less than 7.05 0 0 0 0 15 0 

aData missing/excluded. All other missing variables were not collected.  736 
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Supplementary table S5 Perinatal respiratory disease 738 

 aPD denotes planned delivery arm; EM denotes expectant management arm. Dash (-) 739 

indicates outcome not collected by study.   740 

 HYPITAT  

n=246 

HYPITAT II 

n=454 

DIGITAT 

n=45 

Deliver or 

Deliberate 

n=165 

GRIT 

n=15 

PHOENIX 

n=946 

 PDa 

n=123 

EMa 

n=123 

PD 

n=221 

EM 

n=223 

PD 

n=18 

EM 

n=27 

PD 

n=93 

EM 

n=72 

PD 

n=10 

EM 

n=5 

PD 

n=471 

EM 

n=475 

Respiratory 

disease 

(composite) 

1 1 14 3 1 0 18 10 1 0 60 52 

Individual 

components: 

            

Respiratory 

distress 

syndrome 

0 1 14 3 0 0 10 6 - - - - 

Need for 

respiratory 

support 

1 0 - - 1 0 12 6 1 0 40 41 

Bronchopulmon

ary dysplasia 

- - - - - - 0 0 - - - - 

Neonatal unit 

admission for 

respiratory 

disease 

- - - - - - - - - - 47 39 
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Supplementary table S6 Perinatal central nervous system complications 741 

 aPD denotes planned delivery arm; EM denotes expectant management arm. Dash (-) 742 

indicates outcome not collected by study. 743 

 HYPITAT  

n=246 

HYPITAT II 

n=454 

DIGITAT 

n=45 

Deliver or 

Deliberate 

n=165 

GRIT 

n=15 

PHOENIX 

n=946 

 PDa 

n=123 

EMa 

n=123 

PD 

n=221 

EM 

n=223 

PD 

n=18 

EM 

n=27 

PD 

n=93 

EM 

n=72 

PD 

n=10 

EM 

n=5 

PD 

n=471 

EM 

n=475 

Central nervous 

system 

complications 

(composite) 

0 1 6 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 

Individual 

components: 

            

Cerebral 

infarction 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Hypoxic 

ischemic 

encephalopathy 

- - 0 

 

0 - - - - - - 0 0 

Intracerebral 

hemorrhage 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Intraventricular 

hemorrhage 

0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 

Convulsions 0 1 2 1 0 0 - - 0 0 0 0 

Periventricular 

leukomalacia 

0 0 4 2 0 0 - - - - 0 0 
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Supplementary table S7 Primary maternal outcome in excluded subgroups (descriptive only) 744 

Subgroup Planned delivery Expectant management 

Study   

DIGITAT 0/18 1/27 

Deliver or deliberate 0/93 1/72 

GRIT No maternal data No maternal data 

Gestational age at randomization   

Gestational age ≥ 37 weeks 2/119 4/119 

Singleton or twin pregnancy   

Twin pregnancy  1/35 1/46 

Singleton pregnancy  22/856 38/838 

Previous caesarean section   

No previous caesarean section  22/681 35/684 

Previous caesarean section 1/99 2/101 

Pre-randomization diabetes   

No diabetes 22/686 33/697 

Diabetes (of any type) 1/94 4/88 

Suspected fetal growth restriction   

Fetal growth restriction not suspected 20/683 37/685 

Suspected fetal growth restriction  3/115 1/127 

Superimposed pre-eclampsia   

No superimposed pre-eclampsia 18/575 29/576 

Superimposed pre-eclampsia 2/100 1/113 
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Supplementary table S8 Primary perinatal outcome in excluded subgroups (descriptive only) 746 

Subgroup Planned delivery Expectant management 

Study   

HYPITAT  5/123 2/123 

DIGITAT 4/18 2/27 

GRIT  3/10 0/5 

 747 

  748 
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Supplementary table S9 Summary of findings 749 

Planned delivery compared with expectant management for women with late preterm pre-750 

eclampsia without severe features 751 

Population: Pregnant women with a confirmed diagnosis of pre-eclampsia from 34 weeks’ 752 

gestation onwards, not requiring immediate delivery 753 

Setting: Multicenter trials across different high-income countries in Europe and U.S.A. 754 

Intervention: Planned delivery within 48 hours of randomization 755 

Comparison: Usual care – expectant management 756 

Outcomes  Relative effect (95% CI) Number of participants 

(studies) 

 

Maternala     

Eclampsia  RR 0.50 (0.12 to 1.98) 1,775 (5 studies)  

HELLP syndrome  RR 0.52 (0.26 to 1.03) 1,775 (5 studies)  

Renal insufficiency  RR 0.66 (0.19 to 2.33) 1,529 (4 studies)  

Placental abruption  RR 1.02 (0.26 to 4.05) 1,610 (4 studies)  

Perinatala     

Respiratory disease  RR 1.41 (1.05 to 1.90) 1,871 (6 studies)  

Hypoglycaemia  RR 1.03 (0.77 to 1.37) 1,400 (2 studies)  

Jaundice  RR 1.56 (0.78 to 3.11) 1,237 (3 studies)  

HELLP syndrome: Hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count syndrome. 757 

aOutcomes selected as most prevalent 758 
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Supplementary table S10 Numbers needed to treat and harm 760 

 761 

Outcome Number needed to treat/harm (95% CI) 

Primary maternal NNT 54.6 (28.3 to 816) 

Primary perinatal NNH 26.1 (13.5 to 363.5) 

 762 
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Figure 1: Flowchart summarizing search results  
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Figure 2: Risk of bias: (using Cochrane RoB 2 tool) presented as percentage across all included 

studies 
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Figure 3: Risk of bias summary (using Cochrane RoB 2 tool) about each risk of bias domain for 

each included study 
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Figure 4 Primary maternal outcome: subgroup analysis (unadjusted)  

Weights and between subgroup heterogeneity test are from Mantel-Haenszel model. 

Pre-specified subgroup analysis only performed if ≥10 events in each subgroup, and sub-

groups without analysis for this reason are shown in Supplementary table S7.  
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Figure 5 Primary perinatal outcome: subgroup analysis (unadjusted)  

Weights and between subgroup heterogeneity test are from Mantel-Haenszel model. Pre-

specified subgroup analysis only performed if ≥10 events in each subgroup, and sub-groups 

without analysis for this reason are shown in Supplementary table S8.  
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